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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the analysis of a new class of models of population dynamics with sto- 
chastic interaction. These models are characterized by a mathematical structure similar to the 
one of the models of the phenomenological kinetic theory and, in particular, of the Boltzmann 
equation. Indeed, the evolution equation is defined by a system of integro-differential equations 
with quadratic or cubic nonlinearity. 
The first model of this type was proposed by Jager and Segel [1] with the aim of studying 
the evolution of a physical state, called dominance, which characterizes certain populations of 
insects. The experimental nalysis of the behaviour of these populations is due to Hogeweg and 
coworkers [2]. Some developments and generalizations of such a model were studied in [3] with 
particular attention to the dynamics of several interacting populations, with binary encounters, 
and to the qualitative analysis of the initial value problem. The models referred to in papers [1,2] 
were obtained assuming interaction only between pairs of individuals. In other words, the in- 
teraction among three or more individuals is assumed to have a probability equal to zero or, at 
least, negligible with respect o the one between two individuals. On the other hand, several 
applications in biology, such as the one dealt with in [4,5], may need to deal with triple or even 
multiple interactions. 
This paper deals with the qualitative analysis of models with multiple interactions and is in 
two more sections after this introduction. The second section deals with the modelling of the 
population dynamics, and the third section with the qualitative analysis of the solutions to the 
initial value problem and with the existence of equilibrium solutions. 
2. THE MATHEMATICAL  MODEL 
As already mentioned, this section deals with the modelling of a population dynamics model, 
that can be regarded a generalization of the model proposed by Jager and Segel [1], to several in- 
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teracting populations with multiple interactions. The assumptions which define the mathematical 
model are as follows. 
ASSUMPTION 1. The physical system is constituted by n interacting populations. The physical 
state within each population is described by a variable u E [0, 1], hereinafter called state,  to be 
regarded as a dimensionless, normalized, variable. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The probability distribution over u is defined, for each population, by the prob- 
ability density 
fi = fi(t, u):  [0, T] x [0, 1] ~ R+, (2.1) 
which denotes the probability of finding, at the time t, an individual of the i-population in the 
state interval [ul, u2] by 
7)i (t ,u E [Ul,U2]) = / i (t ,u)  du. (2.2) 
1 
ASSUMPTION 3. The rate of encounter between pairs of individuals of the ith population with 
-(2)~v w) > 0. The rate state v and the jth population with state w is identified by the term qi j   , - 
of encounter in triple interactions among individuals of the ith population with state v, of the 
jth population with state w, and the mth population with state z is identified by the term 
(s) 
n~m(v, w, z) >_ O. 
ASSUMPTION 4. The probability that, after the encounter between the individual ith population 
with state v and the individual j th population with state w, the individual with state v ends up 
in the state u has a density denoted by _(2), v2ij (v, w; u) >_ O. The probability that after the encounter 
among individuals of the ith population with state v, the jth population with state w, and the 
m th population with state z, the individual with state v ends up in the state u has a density 
¢!a) (v, w, z; u) > O. denoted by ~3m , 
ASSUMPTION 5. Only binary and triple encounters occur and the total derivative of fi does not 
depend on u. 
The evolution equation for the distribution functions fi is then obtained by superposition of 
the binary and triple interaction terms 
~-~ ~1 j~01 Of~ (t,u) = -(2)~v w~°"(2)~v w" qij ~ , )~ij ~ , ,u ) f i ( t ,v ) f j ( t ,w)dvdw 
Ot 3_ 1 0 
÷ Uijrn[U, W, 
5=1 m=l 
- f i ( t ,u) I ]~ ~'J ( )IS( v) dv + ~, jm(u ,v ,z ) f j ( t ,v ) fm( t , z )dvdz  , 
j=l = 
(2.3) 
which can be written, with obvious meaning of symbols, in compact form as follows: 
Of = Af(2)(f, f) ÷ Af(3)(f, f, f), (2.4) 
Ot 
where f -- {fi}~=l, H(2) = {Af(2)}~=I, H(3) = {A/'(3)}~=l. 
3. THE IN IT IAL  VALUE PROBLEM 
AND EQUIL IBR IUM SOLUTIONS 
Consider first the initial value problem for the mathematical models with binary and triple 
interactions 
0_ff = Af(2)(f, f) ÷Af(3)(f, f, f), f(t = 0, u) = fo(u) (3.1) 
Ot 
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for a model such that, Vi,j,  rn = 1, . . .  ,n, the terms 77 and ~ are real valued and measurable 
functions that  satisfy 
-(2)~ v w ~ 0 _< ,~j  ,  _< K~ (2), (3.2) 
and 
(3),  w, z) <_ *'(3) 0 < Vijm~v, ~ , 
where K (2) and K (3) are constants. Moreover, 
w,  w • ([0,1]) 2, 
yv, w,  z • ([0, 1]) 3, (3.3) 
~0 
1 
0 < ~/~!?) (v, w; u), (2) ~bij (v ,w;u)du = 1, Vv,w • ([0,1]) 2, (3.4) 
- -  " r$3  \ 
(3) u), (3) . ¢~3m(v,w,z,u) du = 1, Vv, w ,z  • ([0, 11) 3 . 0 < ¢~jm(v,w, z; (3.5) 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution to the initial value problem can be obtained by a 
suitable application of classical results of fixed point and semigroup theory [6]. The following 
definitions are stated. 
DEFINITION 3.1. X is the Banach space (LI[0, 1]) n whose elements f = {f~}~ are characterized 
by the norm 
~ ~-~fO01 []fH = [[fkN = [fkl du. (3.7) k=l k=l 
DEFINITION 3.2. A is a function from X into X defined by 
(fl, f)i = A f(2) (f, f) + A f(3) (f, f, f), (3.8) 
Vf G X and i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Referring to equation (2.3), A can be written as a difference of two 
terms, A = ~ - TI, that are functions from X into X and map X + into itself. Here, X + is the 
closed positive cone of X defined by ali functions 0 < f E X.  
DEFINITION 3.3. 13 is a function from X into (L°°[0, 1]) n, that, Vf C X, i = 1 , . . .  ,n, u C [0, 1], 
is defined by 
~ [~1 ~-~ f01~01 (3) , 1 (13f),(u) = ,}2) (u, v)f j  (v) dv + 7kjm[u, v, z) f j  (v)fm(z) dv dz . (3.9) 
j=l rn=l 
DEFINITION 3.4. A function set f is defined so lu t ion  to the initial value problem (3.1) if it is 
an application from [0, T] into X +, is continuously differentiable in [0, T], and satisfies both the 
differential equation 
df 
d-~(t) = ,Af(t), 0 < t < T, (3.10) 
and the initial condition fo. 
REMARK 3.1. Comparing Definitions 3.2 and 3.3 yields 
(~f) i (u)  = f i(u)(Bf) i(u),  Vf e X, i = l , . . . ,n ,  ue[0 ,1 ] ,  (3.11) 
that  implies (Af) i  = (Gf)~ - f i (Bf) i ,  Vf e X and i --- 1 , . . . ,  n. 
The following theorem states existence of the solutions for arbitrari ly large time intervals. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  conditions (3.2)-(3.5) are satisfied Vf E X +, there exists a unique function f
solution of the initial value problem (3.1) such that f is nonnegative and 
IIf(t)ll = Ilfotl, vt > o. 
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PROOF. If c denotes an arbitrary positive constant and if 
M :-- 2nK (2)c 2 + 2nK (3)c 3, L := 4nK(2)c + 6nK (3)c 2, 
then, Vf, g E Z with Ilfll < c and Ilgl] -< c, it follows 
(3.12) 
IIAfll ~ M, NAf - Agll ~ Ll[f - gll. 
Thanks to these properties, it follows that if Ilfoll = (1/2)c, then one can find a To depending 
on c only such that: 
(i) there exists a unique local solution f(t) to (3.1) on [0, To); 
(ii) the solution, Vi = 1,. . .  ,n, 0 < t < To, satisfies the integral equation 
fi(t) = fio exp ( - fo t (B f ) i ( s )ds )+ jf0t(~f)i(s)exp ( - f s t (B f ) i ( r )d r ) .  (3.13) 
Equation (3.13) proves positivity of the solution for positive initial conditions. Finally, we 
remark that the properties of the terms ¢ are such that 
IIf(t)ll = IIf011, 0 < t < To. (3.14) 
Consequently, the solution can be extended to an arbitrary time interval [0, T), such that 0 < 
T<oo.  I 
Consider now, in the second part of this section, the stationary problem Af = 0 in the positive 
cone X + of X and assume the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1 The terms _(2) and _ (3)  Vi, j ,m, . "11i j I/Jim are, positive constants denoted by ciJ-(2) and 
c(3) respectively. ijrn, 
HYPOTHESIS 3.2. The real valued functions ¢~) and T~ 3¢!3)m are, Vi, j, m, continuous on [0, 1] 3 and 
[0, 114, respectively. 
Under the above hypotheses, the stationary problem .4f = 0 can be written in the equivalent 
form 
f = T f ,  T : X + ~ X +, (3.15) 
where the operator T is defined by 
(Gf)~(u) 
(Tf)~(u)- (Bf)~(u)' i= l , . . . ,n ,  ue  [0,1], ifllfll >0, (3.16) 
Tf  = O, if Ilflr = 0. 
The following theorem defines the existence of equilibrium points. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 hold, then there ex/sts at/east a positive solution 
to the stationary problem (3.15). 
PROOF. Consider the closed, bounded and convex subset of X + 
{ /o } D= feX+:  f i (u )du- -1 ,  Vi = l , . . . ,n  . 
The proof consists in showing that 
(i) T maps D into itself; 
(ii) T : D --* D is continuous; 
(iii) T(D) is precompact in X; 
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so that all conditions for the application of the Schrauder fixed point theorem are satisfied and 
the statement of the theorem follows. 
In order to prove the first item, it will be shown that, according to Hypothesis 3.1, it follows 
that 
(Bf)i(u) = c )/ j(v) dv + Cijmjj(v)/m(z ) dv dz = Ci, 
j= l  0 j=l  m=l 0 
and 
n ~01~01 (Gf)i(u) = ~ cl~ ) ¢}2) (v, w; u)Si(v)fj (w) dv dw 
j=l  
- -n ~.~ ~01~1f01  _(3) (a) + ciy m ¢ijm(v, w, z; u)f i(v) fj (w) fm(z) dv dw dz, 
j= l  m=l 
Yf • D, i = 1, . . . ,  n, u • [0, 1]. Moreover, equation (3.4) yields 
f0 ~(Gf)~(u) = C~. du 
Then the first item is proved. 
Let now f, g • D, then 
/ol/o 1 I (G f )~(u) -  (Gg)~(u)l <_ cl~ ) T, 3~b!2)(v,w;u)ifi(v)fj(w) -g i (v )a (w) ]  dvdw 
j=l  
/ol/o1/ol _(3) (3) + cij m ¢ijm(V, w, z; u)I f~(v)f j (w)fm(Z) - gi(v)gj(w)gm(Z)l dv dw dz. 
j= l  m=l 
Therefore 
n 
j=l  j=l  m=l 
That implies I ITf - Tgll < 3nl l f  - gll- Then, the continuity of T, claimed in the second item, is 
proved. 
In order to prove the property claimed in the third item, we use Hypothesis 3.2. In particular, 
the assumption implies that, Vi,j, m, the terms ,~j , and ~3-~ are bounded, over [0, 1] 3 and [0, 1] 4, 
by a suitable constant K. In addition, it can be shown that Ve > 0, there exists a ~(e) > 0 such 
that Vi, j ,m = 1 , . . . ,n ,  u' ,u" E [0,1], with I u ' -  u" I < 6, then one has 
@2 ) (v, w; u') - ~/,!?) (v, w; u") < ¢, Vv, w • [0, 1] 2, 
z3 r~3 ' 
(3.17) 
~!3).~ m (v, w,  m; ~')  - ~.~//3/m (V, W, m; ~") < ~, V~, ~, .~ e [0, 1] 3 . 
If f C D, the above inequalities yields 
](Tf)~(u') - (Tf)i(u")f < ¢, (3.18) 
that shows not only that T(D) C Cn[0,1], but also that the family ¢9i := {(Tf)~, f • D} is 
equicontinuous in C[0, 1]. In addition, the bound on the terms ~p implies that qh is uniformly 
bounded, by the above-mentioned constant K. 
According to the Arzel~ theorem, we can state that ~i is precompact in C[0, 1]. Therefore 
¢9 := {(Tf):  f • D} C C~[0,1]} (3.19) 
is precompact in Cn[0, 1]. On the other hand, ca[o, 1] C X. Then • is precompact in X. 
The statement of Theorem 3.2 follows. | 
Stability of stationary solution was discovered by the simulation developed in [7]. Uniqueness 
of equilibrium points and an analytic stability proof, however, are still open problems. 
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